
  
 

Department of Integrated Studies in Education 
Faculty of Education, McGill University  
Room 244, Education Building 
3700 McTavish Street 
Montreal, Quebec H3A 1Y2  

February 19, 2013 
Dr. Hélène Perrault, Dean of the Faculty of Education: 
 

Re:  Assistant Professor in Teacher Education and Development: Pedagogy and Research 
 

 I am writing to apply for the Assistant Professor position with the Department of Integrated Studies in Education at McGill 

University. As Maslow (1966) so simply stated, “there is no substitute for experience, none at all’ (p. 45). I have been an educator for 20 
years because my passion is teaching and learning.  I have successfully taught at the secondary and post-secondary levels in four 
different countries. I am driven to contribute to the experience of teaching and learning as a means to generating understanding not only 
of pedagogy but of learners themselves.   

 
I have an excellent reputation among students and faculty as a scholar/practitioner because, as indicated in one response from 

a course evaluation, I am able to bring forward my own “passion, drive and knowledge” for teaching to create learning opportunities that 
promote critical and creative thinking and contribute to greater understanding not only of course content but of how to teach such content 
effectively. Over the past four years I have successfully taught a wide range of courses focusing on teaching methods, inquiry and 
assessment including Multiliteracies, Cross-curricular Inquiry Strategies, Professional Inquiry, and Evaluation of Student Achievement in 
Modern Languages and Humanities as well four different seminar courses that focus on instructional design, delivery and assessment, 
much like the Professional Seminar courses threaded throughout the McGill programs. In my classes, through engaging students in and 
modeling a wide range of diverse learning activities, I enable pre-service teachers to see how theory informs practice which in turn 
informs theory so that they enter into classrooms confidently able to promote learning and understanding. Because of my success, I was 
recently nominated for the Andy Farquharson Teaching Excellence Award at the University of Victoria. One of my strengths that lend 
itself specifically to this position is my ability to break down concepts to promote greater understanding through engaging in a variety of 
instructional techniques including collaborative learning, project-based learning and reflexive practice. In addition to my success as a 
teacher educator, I have also designed curriculum at the University of Victoria (EDCI 487 Special Topics in Education - Curricular Design 
for World Mindedness) as well as for the Insurance Corporation of BC (Road Sense 8, 9 & 10). 

 
As a scholar, I am driven to contribute to educational leadership and instructional leadership as a means to generating 

understanding around how schools are run, who runs them and the implications of the choices made in the name of student learning.  In 
my research, the purpose of my dissertation is to engage practicing educational leaders in a deep interrogation of self-identified leader’s 
personal, philosophical and pedagogical beliefs around leadership and its application in contexts representative of Canadian diversity 
using collaborative inquiry. The study is based on leadership as a practice where educational leaders enable, empower and support the 
diverse learning community. In addition to my work in leadership, I am deeply committed to teacher education and the role of diversity 
and social justice in the preparation of Canadian teachers. Most recently I have been fortunate enough to work as a Research Assistant 
on the SSHRC funded project Transformative inquiry and pre-service education. The focus of my work is the study of pre-service 
teachers as they extend their understanding of inquiry as a professional practice. This research is directly tied to the EDP 490 
Professional Inquiry course which I will be teaching for the seventh time in July. In the course I emphasize mentoring, professional 
learning communities, relational accountability, learner autonomy and other ways of knowing as central in shaping the pedagogical and 
philosophical foundation of pre-service teachers. I have facilitated autoethnography and other forms of self study to help pre-service 
teachers access and deconstruct their own conceptions of what it means to teach~learn.  

 
I believe in the value of working in a collegial environment for which I am an active contributor not only to the work but to the 

ethos of the collaboration. As you will see throughout my attached dossier, I have published academic articles that have been produced 
by research teams, several of which I have been the lead author for, worked as a team member on several research projects and am 
heavily involved at the national level as an executive member both past and present in several associations including the Canadian 
Association for the Study of Women in Education (CASWE), the Canadian Association for Teacher Education (CATE) and the Canadian 
Association for Foundations in Education (CAFE).  
  

My strength as a collegial leader and educator is outlined throughout my attached dossier. I would be happy to provide you with 
additional information. I welcome the opportunity to discuss my qualifications further and look forward to hearing from you. Please feel 
free to contact any or all of my references at your convenience. 
 
Sincerely, 

Lisa Starr 

Personal Contact: 
Box 454, 7999 Glenhurst Drive 
Crofton, BC V0R 1R0 CANADA   
Home phone: 250-324-1284 
Cell phone:     250-210-2059 
Email:             ljstarr@uvic.ca 
 

Professional Contact: 
Department of Curriculum & Instruction 
Faculty of Education, University of Victoria 
PO Box 3010 
Victoria, BC V8W 3N4 CANADA   
Office:    250-721-7598 
Fax:  250-721-7808 
 
 


